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Abstract

Procedural content generation is often seen simply as a means to generate "stuff", elaborating on or rearranging abstract data types that describe levels or modular pieces of gameplay. Generating content which is situated in an understanding of the real-world is a much harder task; it requires access to large amounts of knowledge, and a good technique for parsing and using that knowledge. In this paper we describe A Rogue Dream, a game prototype which can generate new visual content and change its design based on an input word from the player at the start of the game. We describe the game and the tools it makes use of to do this, and use the game to discuss ways in which such techniques might enable unique kinds of gameplay or new directions for intelligent design tools.

Introduction

Procedural content generation (PCG) is commonly used in almost every kind of game development, from experimental self-expression (Kopas 2014) through to AAA mainstream production (Studios 2011), and is a common theme in contemporary games research (Togelius et al. 2011). For the most part, PCG is used to generate content which can be designed independent of context - the generator operates on abstract data structures that are not dependent on real-world knowledge or cultural understanding. In Spelunky (Yu 2009), a PCG system is used for stitching together hand-designed level segments and testing the level for solvability. The system does not need to understand what the level represents or what the theme of the game is; that it is generating levels for a game about exploration and cave-diving is as relevant as if it were generating levels for a game about art curation or cat-herding. Its purpose is to connect together arrays of blocks and check for pathfinding errors.

This status quo is understandable, given that the context surrounding a game is typically where the meaning or atmosphere of the game is conveyed. Spelunky does not have an artistic message to tell the player per se, but the feeling of being an adventurous explorer is clearly something derived from the designer’s own interests and desires as an artist, and integral to the playfulness of the game. For many developers, whether aiming to create a blockbuster hit or simply expressing the feelings of a single person, the game’s meaning and context is perhaps the last thing they would wish to give software control of. On the whole, PCG is largely reserved for dealing with issues of scale or replayability – a thousand levels is better than a hundred, a thousand weapons is more unpredictable than ten.

PCG is often framed in these terms – as a tradeoff between quantity and quality. Many developers and players argue that they would rather have a shorter handcrafted experience than a larger machine-generated one. However, this presupposes that PCG merely adds more of what already exists in a game. In Spelunky’s case, the game’s design is not simply scaled up by PCG – PCG is what makes the game design possible. Spelunky’s developer, Derek Yu, explained in a blog post after the game’s release (Yu 2012) that the application of PCG was intended to create a new kind of game experience. While most action-platformers had predictable levels, PCG forced the player to improvise and think on their feet. PCG didn’t merely make Spelunky a bigger game, it’s the reason why Spelunky is the game that it is.

Figure 1: A screenshot from A Rogue Dream. The input noun is “Kid”. The player must avoid roaming School enemies, and can collect Booger items to gain health.
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We argue here that PCG can be applied in a similar way to other aspects of game design, particularly the generation of a game’s surface-level meaning and context. While it is common to think of a game’s message as integral to a game’s human touch, we believe that the application of PCG to this problem may reveal new kinds of game experience, and new elaborations on existing genres. It may also help solve a larger and more longer-term problem: that of how to give an automated game designer the capacity to connect real-world concepts to its games.

We describe here A Rogue Dream (ARD), a roguelite in which the game’s theme and context are decided upon at runtime in response to player input. The game is able to change its characters and enemies, rename and redesign player abilities, and could soon be able to convey simple meanings through the way in which it reskins itself. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: in section 2 we describe A Rogue Dream, and give details of the tools and libraries it accesses in order to dynamically restructure the game. We also give examples of skinning of the game and how the final game is structured as a result. In section 4 we discuss the potential of automating the act of designing new themes for a game at runtime; finally in section 5 we conclude and offer future work.

**A Rogue Dream**

A Rogue Dream (ARD) is an in-development roguelite, a roguelike game which drops many of the more intensive requirements of the genre while retaining some of the overall structure. This is the second version of the game to date, reimplementing the original version which was developed during a game jam (Cook 2013a). ARD is a turn-based 2D game played on a square grid in which the player must find a level exit while avoiding or fighting enemies, and collecting optional health pickups. A screenshot of the game is shown in Figure 1. At the beginning of the game, the player is presented with a text box which reads ‘Last night, I dreamt I was a...’. The player is then prompted to enter a noun to complete the sentence. The game then begins loading and skinning the game based on the input, assuming that the player is taking the role of the given noun. The remainder of this section steps through the same processes the game does prior to play commencing.

**Data Gathering**

A Rogue Dream relies on a technique called Google Milking in order to gather information on the input noun from the player. This technique is initially described in (Veale 2012), where it was used to gather data for a linguistic tool called Metaphor Magnet. The technique relies on the use of Google Autocomplete results to mine data from the web. It assumes that when a question is asked of Google, such as ‘Why do doctors wear white coats?’, the asker believes the statement contained in the question (in this case, the asker believes that doctors wear white coats). By asking Google partial questions such as ‘Why do doctors’, Google will suggest endings to the queries based on commonly entered search terms. The endings to these questions can be extracted and stored as usable knowledge. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of Google’s autocomplete of ‘Why do cats’.

ARD constructs a normal Google milking query by inserting the target noun into the phrase ‘why do [noun]’. ARD attempts to pluralise the noun but currently we do not employ intelligent tools for doing this accurately in all cases. ARD then extends the standard query by adding keywords after the initial phrase to augment the search. We use several different keywords for gathering different kinds of information. Currently we search for four different pieces of information: enemies, items, goals and abilities. The keywords appended to the searches are shown in Table 3, except in the case of abilities, which we will cover later.

![Google Autocomplete](image)

Figure 2: Google Autocomplete results for questions about cats.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enemies</td>
<td>‘hate’, ‘hurt’, ‘destroy’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Items</td>
<td>‘have’, ‘wear’, ‘eat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goals</td>
<td>‘need’, ‘love’, ‘like’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abilities</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Keywords used to augment Google searches.

The results of these searches are sorted according to the type of game content they relate to, so that the Enemies category, for example, contains the results of all three enemy-related keyword searches. In the event that no results are found for a particular data type the game can insert a random noun, remove the entity type from the game entirely, or simply ask the player for another query. Currently we use the latter option, although because of the time involved in processing a single query, it may be better for future player experience to use other more robust solutions such as replacing it with a random noun from a predefined list.

Once ARD has gathered data for each data type it then chooses one from each list to be included in the current game, randomly. A point of future work is to make this process more intelligent so as to choose results which can be elaborated on with further PCG systems. We discuss this in
the Future Work section below.

When the targets have been chosen for each game entity type, such as enemies or items, ARD then uses Spritely to generate images to use in-game. An example set of results for ‘cat’ would set the enemy to be ‘water’, the collectible items to be ‘grass’ and the goal to be a ‘box’.

**Spritely**

Spritely is a Java-based tool for creating small-scale sprites for use as placeholders in game projects. The tool was released by the author to help produce placeholder graphics for Ludum Dare entries (Cook 2013b) but the original motivation for the tool was to allow for the generation of graphics at runtime in a game, allowing visual content to be created dynamically.

Spritely takes as input a query string which it uses to search several image repositories for results. In addition, it can also take parameters to affect many aspects of its execution. Currently, the repositories Spritely queries are Google Images, Open Clipart and Wikimedia Commons. When searching these databases, Spritely will also perform other augmented searches to improve the quality of search results. For example, when searching Google Images for a search string $S$, Spritely will also search for “cartoon $S$” and “silhouette $S$”. These additional searches tend to return images which are more likely to pass the filtering process, described below, as well as finding images which look better when scaled down to small resolutions.

When Spritely has retrieved a collection of images, it then filters for images which are suitable for conversion to sprites. To do this, it identifies images which have large areas of similar colour around the entirety of their borders. Areas of colour like this are easy to extract automatically, and by ensuring it covers the entire border of the image we decrease the likelihood that the image is cropped in some way. Once Spritely has filtered the images for ones with clean borders it can then remove these areas, leaving a central image surrounded by transparency. We then downscale the image, without anti-aliasing, to 16×16 resolution and save the result. Spritely has many optional parameters, including disabling certain repositories, randomly selecting images, colourising images using palettes scraped from Colour Lovers¹ and changing the output resolution. Figure 4 shows some hand-curated example output from the system.

ARD retrieves one image for each game entity: currently the enemy, item pickup, player character and the goal. It then stores these locally and loads them into the game once the generation process is complete.

In the current version of ARD, there is one final task prior to play – the player is assigned a bonus ability they can activate with the spacebar. An open problem in automated game design is being able to generate connections between arbitrary real-world concepts and game mechanics (Cook and Colton 2013). Later in this paper we discuss a desire to generate abilities that more closely link to the current player character. Currently, ARD looks for key verbs in the Google results and connects these to pre-made character abilities. For example, any of the words ‘shoot’, ‘throw’ or ‘fire’ cause ARD to generate a ranged attack that can destroy enemies from a distance. Other abilities can heal the player if they take damage, or teleport them instantly around the map. In the event that no ability match can be found, the game defaults to a randomly-chosen mechanic, with a word randomly taken from the ability list compiled in the data-gathering stage.

**Gameplay**

The game loop in ARD is very simple at the moment – the game can largely be considered a prototype, although we explore possibilities for using our approach in games in the later Discussion section. The player controls a character modelled around the noun they supplied at the start of the game. They have four life points, represented by icons at the top of the screen. They can regain health lost in combat by collecting items with the same icon strewn across the map, but their health cannot be raised beyond the starting state of four points. Enemies move randomly around the map, represented by the icons generated from Spritely.

The player must navigate the game’s level, looking for an exit object. They can attack enemies by moving into them, but can also be attacked in return. By avoiding combat, or fighting and collecting health, the player explores until the exit is discovered.

**Example Skinnings**

Figures 5a, 5b and 5c show screenshots from A Rogue Dream with three different input words. In this section we will briefly describe each one to give an idea of the game produced. Figure 5a was generated from the input word ‘cat’. The enemies of the cat are water droplets, their health is represented by long grass, and their goal is a cardboard box. Figure 5b was generated from the input ‘kid’. The enemies of the kid are schools, their health is represented by friends, and their goal is cinnamon toast crunch. Figure 5c was generated from the input ‘musician’. The enemies of the musician are pictures of the artist Kenny G, their health is represented by long hair, and their goal is to reach some drugs.

**Discussion**

**A Rogue Dream as a Mechanic**

The original version of A Rogue Dream was described by one player as ‘like playing a videogame against The Internet’. The reason for specifically likening it to the Internet, rather than real-world knowledge, likely stems from the fact that the information scraped by ARD is often tainted by

¹http://colourlovers.com/
popular belief, misconception, stereotype and prejudice, as opposed to purely factual information. For example, if the player inputs *man* in the original build of ARD, the game gives the player the ability to *lie* and *cheat*. In addition to being unreliable, the information ARD gains from the Internet is also highly volatile. In early 2013 when the original version of ARD was built, the input *journalist* would include Syria as an enemy. At the time of writing, in mid-2014, the same query lists newsrooms as the enemy instead. Because the information is dependent on what queries people are typing into Google, the data shifts in line with popular culture, world events and public opinion.

While the current implementation of ARD uses the input word primarily as a means of reassigning the game’s theme, we can imagine ways in which this could be extended so that the game’s theme, and the choice of input word by the player, becomes intertwined with the game’s mechanics. Consider a new version of ARD in which some elements of the game world are already fixed at the beginning of the game, and the player can change character at will by selecting new words for ARD to use. By switching between characters, the player can overcome puzzles and combat encounters set by the game. Suppose the player is controlling a child and comes across a wall of schools – the player is now challenged to think of something that the Internet might agree would like schools or be able to bypass them (a teacher or parent perhaps).

When interacting with ARD, the main attraction for players seems to be in selecting a word and seeing the relationships and phrases that come out of their choice. By making this process part of gameplay, the use of live data from Google or other Internet sources becomes more than just window dressing, and we can explore popular culture – and potentially other data sets like social networks – through games like ARD. We discuss some possible extensions to ARD in Future Work, but the use of data from the Internet, gathered at runtime, is an underexplored but rich area for game design, and the volatility and breadth of the data poses many interesting challenges for artificial intelligence research in terms of interpreting, filtering and applying the data to games in meaningful and intelligent ways.

### A Rogue Dream as a Design Tool

Intelligent design tools promise to fundamentally improve the way games are designed, helping developers plan out game designs (Butler et al. 2013), or improve them in real time (Liapis, Yannakakis, and Togelius 2013) (Smith, Whitehead, and Mateas 2010). A Rogue Dream’s ability to produce new entities which connect to existing ideas could make it a casual design assistant capable of proposing inspirational ideas, even if it isn’t able to understand the entirety of a game’s context. We can imagine a new version of A Rogue Dream in which the player can design levels and place objects in the game world. As they do so, A Rogue Dream generates suggestions for new entities by performing searches on the objects that the designer has already added to the game world.

Results could appear as popups at the side of the screen, that the player could either accept and integrate into their
game, or edit and change before using (or simply reject). Although the level of sophistication in ARD’s suggestions would be quite low currently, it would still serve as a source of inspiration, particularly for younger designers. Because the tool would be co-creative with a person taking primary control of the resulting artefact, ARD can offer more suggestions than normal, because it doesn’t need to filter its output to the same high level of confidence. For example, it might offer a list of suggested abilities for a character. In the prototype version of ARD presented here the system has to be very sure that an ability makes sense before using it, and so the range of abilities is very limited. However, if the system is there mainly to serve as inspiration, it can suggest more options and allow the designer to fill in the blanks and integrate it into the game properly.

With a wider corpus of understood keywords (such as the ‘hates’ or ‘loves’ indicators that filter search queries), A Rogue Dream could also reinterpret existing designs and suggest new representations for them, in a similar manner to how (Treanor et al. 2012) can interpret an initial graph of game entities in different ways. For example, a designer may have placed the player in the role of a kid, who avoids bullies and tries to find his parents. ARD might suggest that this could be swapped around, putting the player in place of the bully and chasing after the kid. ARD can then fill in new parts of the design with suggestions based on the player as a bully – ARD currently suggests that bullies hate nerds, so they can replace the enemy types from the original design.

**Future Work**

We discussed long-term goals for the ideas ARD represents in the Discussion section above. In this section we discuss shorter-term goals for ARD specifically, in order to make the game more playable and to elaborate on its strengths.

**POS Tagging and Other Linguistic Tools**  A major limitation in ARD’s ability to execute and filter requests to Google is its lack of linguistic knowledge. Assessing which kinds of words are present in the autocomplete results would allow it to better identify activities, items and perceived properties of its subject matter. Embedding a part-of-speech tagger into ARD would let it distinguish verbs from adjectives and so on, allowing for more fine-grained decision-making based on the output of the search.

ARD could also benefit from the integration of other simple language tools such as the ability to pluralise arbitrary words, something which was present in the earlier version of the game but was not ported to the new platform. Language tools like this allow for both the input word and the found phrases to be manipulated and used in new searches. This is particularly important because the kinds of autocompletion we are interested in normally pluralise words (e.g. ‘why do cats hate dogs’) but when used in a game the singular form is normally preferred (e.g. ‘You scratch the dog’). The cat and dog examples are trivial, but many words are irregular, and conjugating verbs for use in queries would be even more complex to do without extra software support.

**Metaphor Magnet**  Representation of the input word and related concepts in ARD is currently undertaken in a literal sense – for example, the player is a soldier, Google suggests that soldiers kill civilians, so the soldier chases after civilian entities in the game to destroy them. A future direction for the game is to allow it to interpret the initial player input in a more metaphorical sense, using Metaphor Magnet (Veale 2012) and ConceptNet (Liu and Singh 2004) to construct new relationship graphs that map those detected through Twitter onto existing relationships in known knowledge bases.

Metaphor Magnet, initially described in (Veale 2012), can suggest metaphorical vehicles to convey certain concepts or ideas. For example, one possible result for soldier in Metaphor Magnet is wolf Suppose we wish to use this metaphor instead of the original soldier entity. In order to do this, ARD needs to find a second entity that can take the place of civilians in the original relationship (soldier kills civilian). This second entity would need to have a similar relationship to wolf. We can use further Google milking to find such entities (‘why do wolves kill sheep’ is one such result), and then try to construct a game that represents the original player request indirectly, instead of explicitly using the input theme.

Metaphor-based generation might also allow for ARD to add twists on the results it finds through Google, if we can understand the requests well enough. For example, racists are like vicious snakes, according to Metaphor Magnet. Instead of simply replacing a picture of a racist with a picture of a snake, we can use this information to extend the metaphor into the game, perhaps by giving the snakes a poisonous venom attack that hurts people. This extends the metaphor (by making the player think about what the venom might represent) and makes it more than just visual replacement (by linking it to the gameplay).

**Conclusions**

In this paper we described A Rogue Dream, a simple roguelite game that can dynamically reskin parts of its design in response to player input, using data from the Internet. We described the techniques and libraries it uses to do this process, as well as discussing the main game loop and showing some screenshots from possible game inputs; we discussed the possible extensions of the technique that would enable new kinds of game interaction and possible benefits for intelligent design tools; and we looked at ways in which A Rogue Dream could be extended through future work.

Procedural content generation as a primary mechanical force is underexplored in games. A Rogue Dream’s use of data from the web makes the game unusually dynamic, interesting to explore and probe, and while the game is simplistic, we believe it shines a light on some possibilities that procedural content generation might offer. However, the tradeoff of working with such rapidly changing and noisy data is that using such data coherently and reliably is very difficult. A Rogue Dream is often broken or confusing for many inputs, and this poses many challenges for AI research in the future, but these challenges may have important results beyond just a few games, and may help address larger issues in automated game design and procedural content generation.
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